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Abstract
The discovery of frequent sequential patterns in an ordered collection of data such as
sequential databases or timeseries data is an important issue in several contexts In this
paper we employ formal concept analysis to develop the notion of closure for these sequential
patterns and to characterize the concept lattice of the ordered contexts The proposed concept
lattice will serve as a model for the patterns extracted in the context of sequential databases
by a recent algorithm CloSpan 	 Finally we will show how we can also use our model
to derive other kind of structured patterns like the closed set of episodes in the context of
timeseries data 
 So the convenient transformation of the sequential patterns in the
concepts of the lattice will give rise to the most representative set of parallel and serial closed
episodes
 Introduction
Sequential pattern mining is a relevant task in Knowledge Discovery in Databases where the iden
tication of frequenlyarising patterns or subsequences is expected to be of interest 	
	
This task has many applications in dierent elds such as DNA sequences proteins with similar
biological functions customer shopping sequences analysis of alarms in a telecomunication net
work and so on One problem of the sequential pattern mining task arises when using very low
support threshold in the algorithms then the number of extracted patterns is usually too large
for a thorough examination which leads to a pattern quality assessing problem
This problem also occurs in the task of mining association rules for large masses of unordered
data as it was rst formulated by 	 Two dierent approaches are currently applied to reduce the
total number of rules 	 Using interestingness measures to evaluate the quality of each rule and
 Generating an informative cover of nonredundant representative rules from which the user can
derive the rest First approach depends on the ability of specic statistical metrics to capture the
quality of association rules 					 Second approach aims at creating a
mininum cover from which the whole set of association rules can be generated 
	 and
 The most recent part of this literature uses the notion of closure as the basis for generating
frequent closed itemsets that will give rise to the representative rules The notion of closed
itemsets is based on the mathematical model of concept lattices 	 that ts perfectly well
in the data mining context of a binary database Some important algorithms have been already
presented to eciently generate those closed sets over a mininum support in a binary database
	
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In this paper we want to focus on this notion of closure to represent a minimum cover of the
sequential patterns For that we try to characterize the concept lattice model in the context of
sequential data and represent a set of stable sequences ie the set of closed sequential patterns Our
wellstudied concept lattice will serve as a model for the closed sequential patterns extracted by the
recent algorithm CloSpan in  and at the same time it will be general enough for the slightly
dierent problem of having a long sequence of events 	
 We will prove through a reduction of
our concept lattice to a full lattice of allkind episodes So the convenient transformation of the
input event sequence will make the algorithm in  that is the only one presented for closed
sequences up to now useful to nd the nal closed set of episodes of timeseries data 	

The organization of this work is as follows in section  some basic denitions and considerations
on the main problem are introduced along section 
 we present the characterization of the concept
lattices for sequences and some of the important necessary properties in section  we expose how
to derive the patterns of CloSpan from our model and in section  we tackle the connection of
the model with the episodes in timeseries data
 Problem Denition
Let I  fi
 
     i
n
g be a set of all items also called the set of all attributes of the database
A subset of I ie I  I is called an itemset We are dealing with the problem of having a
database D  fs
 
 s

    s
n
g where each s
i
is a sequence also called an ordered transaction It
is important for our work that we model each element of the sequence not as an item but as an
itemset as in 
Denition  A sequence is an ordered list of itemsets It can be represented as a list of pairs
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where each I
i
are subsets of I and t
i
are the order of occurrence of each itemset in the sequence
The set of all the possible sequences will be noted by S Without loss of generality we assume
that the elements of a sequence are mapped to a set of contigous integers and that the items in
each itemset are sorted in certain order such as alphabetic order So for short we will note
sequences of itemsets hI
 
 t
 
I

 t

    I
n
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Denition  A sequence s  hI
 
    I
n
i is subsequence of another sequence s
 
 hI
 
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 
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ie we note it by s  s
 
 if there exist integers j
 
 j

    j
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 
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 
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When s is subsequence of another s
 
 we also say that s is contained in s
 
 For example the
sequence hCDi is contained in hACDBi so the rst is a subsequence of the second A
sequence is maximal if it is not contained in any other sequence
Denition  The intersection of a collection of sequences s
 
     s
n
 S ie s
 
s

  s
n

is the set of subsequences contained into all the sequences s
i

The intersection of a set of sequences can give rise to more than one sequence this fact does
not happen with the intersection of a set of itemsets that always gives rise to a single output
itemset For example the intersection of s  hADCBi and s
 
 hABCi is the set of
sequences fhACi hABig This important fact will determine the characterization of the
subsequent lattice model
The support of a sequence s in the ordered database D is the numer of sequences in D that
contain s Usually the data mining problem stated for this kind of ordered data is to nd all the

frequent sequential patterns ie sequences whose support is over a userspecied value However
the number of generated patterns grows quickly as the support threshold gets lower An interesting
solution is to consider the closure on sequential patterns to nd out just the representative ones
contained in the lattice Although an important work has been done for the characterization of the
closure of itemsets in unordered data there is nowadays a considerably lack of theory and methods
for the sequential case We want to characterize here the most possible general closed lattice of
sequential patterns and for this purpose we are not considering in this paper any minimumsupport
threshold for the concepts or in other words we consider that the threshold is set to zero so that
all possible patterns are generated in a forthcoming work we will describe how to add support
conditions to our framework
 Concept Lattice Theory for Ordered Data
An initial attempt to tackle the closure of sequences is performed in  where some initial state
ments In that work the authors present a good algorithm called CloSpan to nd the individual
closed sequences but without specifying any theoretical basis of the lattice model with those se
quences In particular the authors dene a set of closed sequential patterns to be found by
CloSpan as
CS  fs j  s
 
st s  s
 
and supports  supports
 
g
As we see the intuitive notion of closure that can be disguised in the denition is linked with
the support of those sequences covering others in the database But we consider that this set CS
derives from the denition stated for closed itemsets that is CS stems from the theory of concept
lattices where the closure operator is dened for nonsequential data In particular if we consider
 to be the closure operator of itemsets in the context of a nonsequential database the set of
closed itemsets is the following 
	 or 
CI  fX j X  Xg 
fX j X  Xg 
fX j  Y st X  Y and supportX  supportY g
where  is the closure operator result of the composition of operators  and  that form a Galois
connection such that X returns all the transactions in which the input itemset X occurs in
the database and T  returns the items common to all transactions T 
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Figure 	 Example of a sequential database
So we can see that the denition of sets CS and CI is exactly the same but in a dierent
context We consider here that the set CS does not represent all the particularities of our sequential
database For example if we consider the database as in gure 	 then the sequence hAi is a
closed sequential pattern and so it belongs to CS because there are no supersequences having
its same support the sequence hACi is not closed because of hACBi that has the same
support and it is its supersequence However the simplicity of the denition does not allow to
represent the relation hold by sequences like hCAi and hBAi both are closed sequential


patterns and both occur in exactly the same transactions and have the same support but one is
not the inclusion of the other
Formally it can exist two closed sequential patterns s and s
 
such that they occur in the same
transactions so supports  supports
 
 but s  s
 
and s
 
 s This fact is not reected in
the denion of CS however it can be interesting to keep track of this relationship between those
dierent closed sequential patterns in order to represent still more information and derive other
kind of structured patterns apart from the closed sequences So we consider that a complete own
characterization of the concept lattice model is needed for sequential databases to represent all the
knowledge and create a general representation For that we will dene two derivation operators
forming a Galois connection and giving rise to a new closure operator and nally we will represent
the formal closed concepts in the lattice
 Ordered Context
Denition  An ordered context K  O I T  R consists of sets O I and T  and a
ternary relation R such that R  O  I  T 
The elements of O are called the objects of the context ie the set of original transactions
those of I the attributes and those of T the time of occurence of the attribute For an entry
o i t  R we read as the attribute i occurs at the time t in the object o so t represents the
order of occurrence of attribute i with respect to the other atributes in the same object Since
an attribute can occur more than once in a object it can have more than one order in the same
object
Like the onevalued contexts treated so far and used for binary databases ordered contexts
can be represented by a cross table the rows of which are labelled by the objects and the columns
labelled by the attributes The entry in row o and column i represents the orders of the attribute
in the object If the attribute i does not have an order of occurrence for the object o there will
be no entry
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Figure  Ordered context K for database in gure 	
Since each object can be interpreted as a sequence itself the intersection of a set of objects in
the context can give rise to a set of sequences each one of them intersects with each input object
 A new closure operator
For our goals we dene the following two new derivation operators
Denition  For a set O  O of objects we dene
O  fs  Sj s maximal contained in o o  Og
This O is the set of sequences common to all the objects in O Correspondingly for a set
S  S of sequences we can dene
S  fo  Oj s contained in o s  Sg

This S is the set of objects which have all the sequences in S
Given that we are in an ordered context and so the intersection of a set of objects can result
in more than one sequence we have that   
O
 
S
 Besides it might be that a given set of
sequences S occurred always together in the same set of objects for this reason the intersection
of a collection of objects can give rise to a set of sequences So we want to dene   
S
 
O

To prove that our two derivation operators form a Galois connection we need to specify an order
for the sets of sequences and an order for the set of objects
Denition  We say that a set of sequences S is more specic than another set of sequences
S
 
 ie S  S
 
 if and only if s  S 	s
 
 S
 
st s  s
 
 Then S
 
is also said to be more
general than S
According to the denition the set of sequences fhBi hCi hAig is more specic than the
set fhBAi hCAig The two orders we consider on the sets of objects and sequences are the
following
	 We can partially order sets of sequences by the relation 
 We can partially order sets of objects by the relation  standard inclusion
The following proposition shows that the two derivation operators using the proposed orders
above form a Galois connection between the powerset lattices on O and on S
Proposition  The maps  and  form a Galois connection
Proof For sets of objects OO
 
 O

 O and sets of sequences S S
 
 S

 S we should prove
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 that is in particular
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
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
  For all o
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 
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 
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 
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
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 
 which means S

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 
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 For all s  S we have that s is subsequence of o for all o  S and thus 	s
 
 S
st s  s
 
which implies S  S
 
Proposition  Since  and  form a Galois connection their composition      or
     is a closure operator
Proof Follows immediately from proposition  in 	  

Proposition  For set of objects O  O and set of sequences S  S we have O 
O and S  S
Proof This proposition follows immediately from proposition 
	 and proposition 
  
In this section we have proved that dening the convenient derivation we obtain two clousure
systems one on O and another on S which are dually isomorphic to each other Besides since
the composition of both operators forms a Galois connection and so it is a closure operator we
also keep the following properties on closure operators
	 Monotone S  S
 

 S  S
 

 Extensive S  S

 Idempotent S  S
 Formal Concepts
How do we assign concepts to an ordered context We could rst think of forgetting any new
denition of the derivation operators and try to transform the ordered context into a onevalued
one as 	 did for the multivalued contexts This transformation process in 	 consists on
applying a conceptual scaling that is not at all uniquely determined In particular the scaling
consists on expanding each original atribute with the labels of any of its possible values So each
attribute is transformed in as many attributes as original values it has making the intersection of
objects occurring naturally In our ordered context this scaling would not work the new labels of
each attribute would be the dierent positions that the attribute can take in the dierent sequences
However when intersecting objects we would forget those sequences that do not always occur in
the same position in all the intersected objects For instance a subsequence hABi can occur
in positions hA 	 B i in one object but in positions hA 
 B i in another object The
intersection of these two objects should clearly give the sequence hABi however if we expand
the labels of each attribute with their values then they will never intersect since the labels A

A	 and B B will be dierent On the other hand it is worth noting that ordinal contexts also
presented in 	 do not serve either to represent and express the order we want on the attributes
of an object In fact an ordinal contex is just an specic case of multivalued contexts where
the order is specied among among all the possible values of a single attribute intraattribute
and we would better need an interattribute order So for this reason we discard the ordinal
contexts for our analysis In contrast we present here our own denion and proposals for the
formal concepts
Denition  A formal concept of the ordered context K is a pair OS where O  O S  S
and O  S and S  O Then O is the extent and S is the intent of the concept These
concepts are called closed since S  S and O  O
The important dierence of this formal concept with the onevalued concept treated so far is
mainly in the the intent part that consists on a set of maximal sequences contained in the objects
of the extent So the intent is not a single sequence of ordered itemsets as it would to be expected
as a direct comparison with the concept of the onevalued context but a set of sequences
So for every set O  O O is the intent of some concept since O O will be
always a concept Consequently a set O  O is an extent if an only if O  O The same
applies to intents So for the intent part we are trying to nd closed set of sequences that is
S  S  S as a result of all the intersections of objects where each sequence in S occurs
as a subsequence All the sequences of events belonging to the same intent are called an closed
set of sequences and we say that these sequences form an equivalence class

Extent Intent
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i g
	
 f hAi hB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i g
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i g
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i g
Figure 
 Closed concepts
Given the context of gure  the set of all possible closed concepts are showed in gure 

The intent of each concept is composed by the set of maximal sequences that result from the
intersection of the set of objects in the intent these objects in the intent are also the maximum
number whose intersection generates those closed set of sequences
The union of extents does not result in another extent On the other hand the intersection
of any number of extentsintents is always an extentintent In order to prove this property we
need to rst dene the operation of intersection for two set of sequences
Denition  The intersection of two set of sequences S
 
T
S

is the cross intersection of single
sequences s
 
 s

for all s
 
 S
 
and all s

 S


Proposition  The intersection of intentsextents is always another intentextent
Proof We want to reject the following false hypothesis from S
 
and S

two closed set of
sequences we suppose that S
 
T
S

is not closed ie it is not an intent which can we written as
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In particular this implies that we can have one of the two following situations
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 
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
are two closed set of sequences and we have that by property
of monotony of the closure operator 
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
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T
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We can apply the same reasoning to prove the intersection of extents  
Denition 	 If O
 
 S
 
 and O

 S

 are concepts of a context O
 
 S
 
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O

 S

 if O

 O
 
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The set of all concepts of the context K  O I T  R ordered by  is denoted asBO I T  R
and is called the concept lattice of the context This lattice contains just the summary of all the
closed set of sequences in the context and the objects where each equivalence class is contained
In gure  we show the representation of the nal lattice for the context of gure  each node is
a concept and concepts are ordered by 

4 3 1
34 13
134
1234
{<(A)>}
{<(A)> , <(B)> , <(C)>}
{<(C)(B)> , <(A)>}{<(B)(A)> , <(C)(A)>}
{<(C)(B)(A)>}{<(B)(C)(A)>} {<(A)(C)(B)>}
Figure  Example of a concept lattice BO I T  R
As we see this nal concept lattice can capture all the special characteristics of a sequential
database in the intents of each concept those sequences in the same equivalence class appear in
the same transactions objects and have the same support but they are not comparable by 
Now we are interested in transforming all this information from the lattice what do the sequences
in each concept mean and which pattern can we dene for the set of sequences belonging to the
same intent
 Interesting Sequential Patterns in the Lattice
Once it is dened the characterization of the concept lattice we have a notion of closed set of
sequences the set of sequences in the same equivalence class that fullls S  S and that are
not part of the concepts in the lattice In other words the closure operator  of the model can
be only used over a set of sequences not individual sequences However we did want a notion
of individual closed sequences in the lattice like in CloSpan for the individual sequences that
belong to set CS It may be tempting to say that a single sequence s is closed when the set fsg
containing only the individual s is closed but it does not work For instance in the sequential
database of gure 	 the individual sequence hCi is closed according to algorithm CloSpan since
hCi  CS however if we apply the closure operator to the set with the individual sequence
we get fhCig  fhAi hBi hCig so we would conclude that is not closed because
fhCig  fhCig The deniton does not work for the individual sequences and we would like
to characterize alos those sequences in CS also in our lattice For our purposes we dene the
following set of interesting sequences
Denition  A single sequence s is stable under intersection if 	s
 
 fsg st s
 
 s
This notion of stability gathers all thosemaximal sequences occuring in amaximal set of objects
of the context K In other words this maximal s is stable in a set of objects O when we cannot
add any other object to the set O without losing this s with the intersection of all objects in O
Not all the sequences are stable later we will prove that just the sequences of CloSpan follow this
notion of stability For example sequence hBCi from the sequential database of gure 	 is
not stable since fhBCig  fhBCAig In the following lemma we propose where are
located all the stable sequences in the lattice

Lemma  Let S be a closed set of sequences then s  S s is an stable sequence
Proof Let S be the closed set of sequences of the proposition then we have by denition that
S  S that is S  O and O  S Now for each one of the single sequence s  S we can
nd its closure as a single element of a set ie we want to nd the result of fsg  fsg
to see if s is stable
If we examine the rst the part fsg and suppose that fsg  O
 

 If O
 
 O then fsg  S and since s  S then we have that s is stable
 If O  O
 
since it could well be that fsg alone would be contained in more objects than
S since fsg  S then by denition of Galois connection we have that O  O
 

 O
 
 
O Thus O
 
  S which can be rewritten as fsg  S because we have dened
fsg  O
 
at the begining of the proof and since s  S then s  fsg So s is
stable
 It cannot occur that O
 
 O since fsg  S and so fsg has to be contained in at least the
same objects where S is contained
We can apply the same reasoning for all s  S So we can conclude that s  S s is an stable
sequence
 
Now that we have a connection between stable sequences in the lattice we are interested in
dening exactly how the notion of stability can be equivalent to the sequences in CS found by
CloSpan This following theorem proves that the closed set of sequences in the lattice are exactly
composed by the closed sequential patterns discovered by CloSpan where the closed sequential
patterns extracted by the algorithm CloSpan are the following
CS  fs j  s
 
st s  s
 
and supports  supports
 
g
Theorem  The set of all stable sequences is exactly the set of closed sequential patterns ex	
tracted by the algorithm CloSpan 

Proof
	 If a sequence s is stable then s  fsg This implies that 	s is a subsequence of
o for all o  O  fsg then jOj  supports by denition of  and  s will be maximal in
objects O because s  O by deniton of 
Then we can say that for this stable s  s
 
st s  s
 
and s
 
is also contained in o o  O which
implies that  s
 
st s  s
 
and supports
 
  jOj Since we have stated that jOj  supports
then  s
 
st s  s
 
and supports
 
  supports Thus s  CS
	 Let s be a sequence belonging to set CS and let T be the set of all transactions in the
database where this s appears jT j  supports Then we can say that  s
 
st s  s
 
and
supports
 
  jT j by denition of CS which implies that  s
 
st s  s
 
and s
 
appears in the set
of transactions T  so s is the maximal contained in the set of transactions T 
But since we have dened a context K where from each transaction we create an object in the
context let O be the set of objects stemming from transactions T in the original database Then
we can rewrite s maximal contained in the transactions T as s  O and O  fsg which
implies that s  fsg so s is stable
 

From the theorem we will reach the conclusion that the notion of closed sequences of CloSpan
can be captured by each one of those sequences belonging to the equivalence classes in the concepts
of our lattice and so the individual notion of closure is also contained in the concepts It is worth
noting that dening a concept lattice where the intents are single individual stable sequences
closed sequences of CS is not possible This is due to the derivation operators  and  that
would not form a Galois connection if we restrict their denition and then operator  could not
be dened The only way to create a closure system is through a set of closed sequences where
each element in the set is stable This representation will be more general and will conceive the
possibility to derive other kind of structured knowledge
For our purposes we will be considering as interesting all the stable sequences that can be
eciently mined by CloSpan in fact CloSpan is currently the only algorithm that mines stable
sequences and that represent the closed set of sequences in the data In particular the reason
to consider all the stable sequences the interesting knowledge is that they represent a cover in
terms of support of the lattice ie each stable sequence s is the maximal belonging also to the
set CS that is all sequences s
 
 s st are not stable are covered by an stable sequence s that
has the same support So the stable sequences cover all the rest of sequences in the sequential
database and they are a good set to extract other kind of knowledge
Now we are interested in dening which other knowledge can be derived from the lattice In
particular we want to clarify how to represent in a pattern the relationship that a set of closed
sequences keeps in the same equivalence class This will be done in next section

 Our Concept Lattice as a Model to Derive Episodes
We want to show in this section that the lattice model presented is also a good model for the
slightly dierent problem of having a long sequence of events where episodes are the representative
knowledge to be extracted 	
 In particular the original event sequence is a triple S T
s
 T
e

where T
s
is called the starting time of the sequence T
e
is the ending time and S has the form
S  hi
 
 t
 
 i

 t

     i
n
 t
n
i
where i
j
is an event type that we previously called attribute and t
j
is the associated occurrence
time with T
s
 t
j
 t
j 
 T
e
for all j  	     n 	
In this problem we do not have a set of transactions that can be translated to the objects
in a context However we can divide the original sequence into several sliding windows A
window of width k on an event sequence S is a subsequence of consecutive events in S ie
W  hi
j
 t
j
    i
l
 t
l
i where k  t
j
 t
l
 Each one of these windows are now the objects of the
new ordered context
The knowledge we want to extract from this problem is a set of representative episodes An
episode is a partially ordered collection of attributes occurring together in the windows of the
sequence Episodes can be described as directed acyclic graphs Consider for instance episodes
e
 
 e

and e

in gure  Episode e
 
is a serial episode attribute type B occurs before attribute
type C in the sequence Of course there can be other events occurring between these two in the
sequence The notation used for a serial episode will be B  C Episode e

is a parallel episode
attributes A and B occur frequently close in the sequence but there are no constraints about
the order of their appearences The notation used for a parallel episode will be fABg Finally
episode e

is an example of hybrid episode it occurs in a sequence if there are occurences of A
and B and these precede an occurrence of C possibly again with other intervening attributes
More formally an episode can be dened as a triple V g where V is a set of nodes  is a
partial order relation on V  and g  V  I that associates an event type attribute to each node
The interpretation of an episode is that attributes in gV  must occur in the order described by 
An episode is parallel if the partial order  is trivial ie x  y for all x y  V such that x  y
and an episode is serial if the relation  is a total order ie x  y or y  x for all x y  V 
	
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Figure  Types of episodes
When an episode is fully included in a window we say that it occurs in that window and the
number of windows where the episode occurs is the support for that episode
Denition  An episode e
 
 V
 

 
 g
 
 is a subepisode of e  V g noted by e
 
 e if
there exists an injective mapping f  V  V such that g
 
v  gfv for all v  V
 
 and for all
v w  V
 
with v 
 
w also fv  fw
The set of all possible episodes will be noted by E  although for this paper we will just consider
this set E restricted to serial and parallel type of episodes So we are leaving the incorporation
of hybrid episodes in our framework as the next step to be studied From all this original set of
all serial and parallel episodes E  we are now just interested in nding out the collection of those
closed set of episodes
 A Concept Lattice of Episodes
We will prove through a reduction of our concept lattice to a full lattice of closed episodes that
we can always obtain the collection of closed set of episodes in timeseries data just by discovering
the stable sequences in the sliding windows In other words we want to prove that the lattice
of stable sequences can serve to derive a concept lattice of closed episodes So the convenient
transformation of the input event sequence will make the algorithm in  that is the only one
presented for closed sequences up to now useful to nd the nal closed set of episodes in the style
of 	

First of all we imagine a new concept lattice containing all our desired knowledge that is
where the concepts will be formed by closed set of episodes in the input sequential string This
new lattice will be formally described here to later prove that can their concepts can be deduced
from stable sequences and so that the algorithm in  can be also used for this purpose where
closed of episodes have to be found It is worth noting at this point that a rst attempt to dene a
notion of closure for episodes is presented in 		 In that work the authors do not characterize the
model of concept lattice that we will dene next however they present the notion of closure for
a single episode serial or parallel In particular the authors of the work dene the closure of an
episode e as that episode e
c
st e  e
c
 and coming from the intersection of all the sliding windows
in the sequence containing e note that we are avoiding the use of frequency in this dention
The reason to restrict the closure of an episode e to that e  e
c
is again because the intersection
of a set of sliding windows can give rise to several episodes so the authors in 		 just decide to
focus on the one that is a supraepisode of the input e The concept lattice with this notion of
closure for a single episode cannot be dened directly since then the derivator operators do not
form a Galois connection Finally they present the algorithm called GenFCE that generates all
the closures in a levewise fashion Later we will show how this denition and the algorithm t in
our original model of stable sequences
We now dene a lattice of episodes to perform a subsequent reduction The new context will be
dened by a triple K
E
 O E 
b
R where O are the objects equivalent to all the sliding windows
		
along the sequence and acting as the transactions of a sequential database E are the episodes
any type of episode that can be found in the objects whether maximal or not and
b
R is a binary
relationship between episodes and the objects where they occur With this new context K
E
we
transform the appearence of the timeseries data problem into the sequential database style This
will ease the reduction of one problem to the other The following two derivation operators are
dened for this concept lattice given a set of objects O and a set of episodes E
 
O  fe  E j o e 
b
R and e maximal o  Og
 E  fo  O j o e 
b
R e  Eg
The mapping 
O associates with O the set of all maximal episodes that are common to all
the objects O Similarly the mapping E associates with E the set of all objects where the
episodes in E occur These presented context and mappings were already introduced in 		 where
the authors dene a set of nonredundant episodal association rules However the denition of
the derivation operator 
 in 		 is somewhat dierent from ours we consider here as an output of

O just the set of maximal episodes and not all the episodes wether maximal or not as in 		
since we regard that the rest of all in the same concept subepisodes can be easily derived from
the maximal ones Besides dened in our way the two derivation operators will form a Galois
connection as we will see
We have two mappings that   
E
 
O
and that 
  
O
 
E
 To prove that these two
functions form a Galois connection we should dene rst an order for the set of episodes we can
use the same order for a set of objects than in the context K
Denition  We say that a set of episodes E is more specic than another set of episodes
E
 
 ie E  E
 
 if and only if e  E 	e
 
 E
 
st e  e
 
 Then E
 
is also said to be more
general than E
For the order  over a set of episodes and the order  over a set of objects we can state the
following propositon
Proposition  The maps 
 and  form a Galois connection
Proof For sets of objects OO
 
 O

 O and sets of sequences EE
 
 E

 E we should prove
  O
 
 O


 
O

  
O
 

 O  
O
  E
 
 E


 E

  E
 

 E  
E
  As proved in proposition 
 As proved in propositon 
  For all o
 
 E

 we have that for all e
 
 E

 e
 
is an episode contained in o
 
 that is in
particular e is a subsepisode of o
 
for all e  E
 
 if E
 
 E

 and thus o
 
 E
 
 which
means E

  E
 

 For all e  E we have that e is an episode occurring in o for all o  E and thus
	e
 
 
E st e  e
 
which implies E  
E
 
We say that a set of episodes E is closed if 
E  E but this time the set of closed
episodes contains any type of maximal episodes serial and parallel as we are considering So we
can dene a new closure operator on episodes
	
Proposition  Since 
 and  form a Galois connection their composition   
   or
    
 is a closure operator
Proof Follows immediately from proposition  in 	  
Informally then the concept is formed by a pair of OE where O are the maximal set of
objects where the closed set of episodes E occur The set of all concepts of the context K
E
ordered
by inclusion is denoted by BO E 
b
R and is called the concept lattice of this context
Informally comparing our concepts OS to the concepts OE we can see that the lattice
in K
E
will be isomorphic to our lattice but with bigger nodes ie containing extra information
We are interested now in performing a reduction between these two concept lattices in order to
prove that from the set of stable sequences we could derive the set of closed episodes of time
series data ie those episodes belonging to the concepts of the concept lattice descrived above
So algorithm CloSpan can be useful to mine those closed episodes in event sequences We will
later prove that these episodes coming from stable sequences have the most informative knowledge
to derive the minimal nonredundant episode association rules
 Results
We dene the following mappings and functions to ease the notation and proofs
Denition  Let S

be a mapping that transforms a set of sequences S whether maximal or
not into a set of serial episodes by changing each sequence in S into a set of serial episodes That
is
S

 fej s  hI
 
    I
n
i  S and X  fx
 
     x
n
g for x
i
 I
i
 then e  V g st V 
S
g
 
x
i
 and g
 
x
i
  g
 
x
j
 if i  j  x
i
 x
j
 Xg
Informally the transformation of a single sequence of itemsets hI
 
    I
n
i into a serial episode
e  V g as dened at the begining of this section can be easily done by preserving the order
of the original set of attributes in the new episode with the relation  on nodes of episodes For
example the sequence hABCDi will be transformed into serial episodes hABCDi


fA CA DB  CB  Dg
Denition  Let S

be a mapping that transforms a set of sequences S whether maximal or
not into a parallel episode by removing the order of the sequences in S That is
S

 fej s  hI
 
    I
n
i  S then e  V g st V 
S
g
 
x x  I
j
 I
j

s and  is a trivial empty partial orderg
So this new mapping creates a new parallel episode out of all the nodes belonging to the serial
episodes in the input For example hABCDi

 fABCDg From these two mappings
we can dene a transformation function f over a set of sequences S such that
fS  S

 S

The transformation function f returns from a set of sequences S a set of parallel and serial
episodes that can be formed from each sequence s  S For instance ffhACDi hEF ig 
fA CA DE  F fACDEFgg
Lemma  Given a set of objects O in K and let S be a set of sequences contained in all objects
O then we have that E  fS is the set of episodes occurring in the same objects O of the context
K
E

	

Proof Given the context K  O I T  R we have that s  S s is contained in o o  O
We consider now the same set of objects O as a windows of the context of nding episodes K
E

We will prove that the set E  fS always contains those episodes occurring in the same objects
O We examine separately the composition of E  S

 S


	 S

is the set of serial episodes from S preserving the same order in their nodes as the
order of attributes in the original sequences We suppose now that one of these serial episodes
e  V g  S

does not occur in objects O Let V  fv
 
     v
n
g we transform e into a
sequence of attributes s
e
st s
e
 hgv
 
    gv
n
i where v
i
 v
j
for i  j and i j  	     n
If episode e does not occur in all objects O of context K
E
 then s
e
must not be a subsequence
of the same all objects O in context K either because we have preserved the order But we have
that since e  S

 then it exists s
 
 S such that s
e
 s
 
 By denition s
 
is a subsequence
contained in all objects O then by construction s
e
must be contained in all objects O which
contradicts the suposition
 S

is the parallel episode obtained from S and stemming from the union of all attributes
in all sequences of S If we suppose that the parallel episode S

does not occur in all objects
O then it implies that one of its nodes let!s say v
i
 does not occur in some object of O If we
consider the single sequence obtained from this node hgv
i
i then this sequence must not be
contained in some object of O either But we get a contradiction because it exists s
 
 S such
that hgv
i
i  s
 
because v
i
is a node of episode S

 if s
 
is contained in all objects O then
hgv
i
i should also be
 
Lemma  If S is a set of maximal sequences contained in each one of the set of objects O from
a context K then E  fS is the set of all maximal episodes occurring in the same objects O of
the context K
E

Proof By lemma 	 we know that fS  E are episodes occuring in objects O and now we
have just to prove that the maximality condition still holds in case S is maximal For contradiction
we will prove that the set E  fS always contains maximal episodes occurring in objects O We
examine separately the composition of E  S

 S


	 Let e be a serial episode e  S

which is not maximal that is it exists a certain e
 
occurring
also in all objects O such that e
 
is a supraepisode of e but that is not in the transformation
set S

 For construction of a supraepisode of a serial one e
 
should have an extra node v
 
in
an endpoint of e keeping the serial order That is if e  V g then e
 
 V  v
 
 g and
v
 
is an endpoint node located at the begining or the end of e
 
 Since e
 
occurs in all objects
O by supposition we have that sequence s
e
 
 hgv
 
    gv
n
gv
 
i for all v
i
 V where
i  	   n and being v
 
the extra node that could be located on the other endpoint of the
sequence without loss of genearality should appear also in the set of all objects O This implies
that if s
e
 
is maximal then e
 
would have been generated or if s
e
 
is not maximal then at least
s
e
 
 s
 
for some s
 
 S If so s
 
should give rise to e
 
for construction of the mapping 
 If the parallel episode e  S

is not maximal this means that it exists e
 
such that e
 
is
a supraepisode of e that e
 
occurs in the set of objects O but e
 
is not in E So this parallel
episode e
 
 V g should have some extra node v  V that the attribute gv is not in any
sequence of S But if e
 
occurs in all objects O then at least the sequence hgvi would be a
subsequence of some s  S then S

would give e
 
 which contradicts the previous supposition
 
We are ready to reduce now one lattice to the other and see that stable sequences in the
equivalence classes of the concepts can create other kind of structured knowledge
Theorem  S  S
 
implies  fS  fS
 

	
Proof By denition of the closure operator  in the context K  O I T  R we have that
S  S  S
 
 that is S  O and O  S
 
 This fact implies that
 s
 
 S
 
 s
 
is a maximal subsequence of object o o  O
 o  O s is a subsequence of object o s  S
If we now transform the two set of sequences into a set of episodes such that E  fS and
E
 
 fS
 
 and change the context to K
E
 O E 
"
R so that objects are the same as in the
previous context then by lemmas 	 and  we get that
 e
 
 E
 
 e
 
is a maximal episode occuring in o o  O
 o  O e is an episode occuring in o e  E
Where now objects O belong to the context K
E
 That is E  O and 
O  E
 
 And so
we can dene 
E  E
 
 ie  E  E
 

 
This last theorem is specially important since it proves that from the closed set of sequences
the intents of the concept lattice for sequential database we can create the closed set of serial
and parallel episodes the intents of the concept lattice for timeseries data From lemma 	
we know that a group of closed set of sequences are stable sequences and by by theorem 	 we
deduced that the stable sequences can be discovered with CloSpan algorithm Now we can state
that closed set of parallel and serial episodes can be deduced from sequences of CloSpan
Theorem  Sequential and serial closed parallel episodes can be derived from stable sequences
of algorithm CloSpan 

Proof From theorem 	 the set of parallel and serial episodes can be deduced from the set of
closed sequences in the concept lattice of a context K using the transformation function f  And by
lemma 	 we know that a group of closed set of sequences are stable sequences since by theorem
	 we know that the stable sequences can be found by CloSpan then we can conclude that the
sequences of CloSpan derive the serial and parallel closed episodes of context K
E

 
Theorem  gives a way to derive a closed set of serial and parallel episodes from timeseries
data using CloSpan In particular the method consists on dividing the long sequence of events
into several sliding windows in such a way that each window can be considered a transaction of a
sequential database Once the data is organized this way we are in the context of K fromwhere the
algorithm CloSpan can extract all the stable sequences Finally from these stable sequences one
can construct the serial and parallel closed episodes using the polinomic transformation function
f  It is worth noting that CloSpan is a faster algorithm than the ones proposed in 	
 to mine
episodes since the number of extracted sequences is smaller just the stable ones less redundant
and more useful as proved in this paper
These closed set of serial and parallel episodes coming from the stable sequences will be inte
resting since they represent also a cover in terms of support as argued with the set of stable
sequences if e is an episode st e  fs being s stable then for all their subepisodes e
 
 e such
that  s
 
with s
 
stable st e
 
 fs
 
 ie e
 
does not come from an stable sequence then we have
that each e
 
has the same support as e as implied by isomorphism proved by theorem 	 From
now on those episodes derived from the stable sequences will be called also stable episodes
since they are stable in support too and they form the closed set of episodes mentioned before
From this set of stable episodes we can derive a set of nonredundant episode association rules as
we will see in next section
	
At this point we can t also the notion of closure of 		 in our model As the authors dene
the closure of an episode e stems from the intersection parallel or serial according to e of all the
sliding windows that contain e Since this intersection can lead to more than one episode e
c
 they
decide to choose just a single e
c
st e  e
c
 It is easy to see for what has been stated the theory of
the closure systems 	 that if the authors had considered all the possible e
c
resulting from the
intersection of the objects then they would have got a closed set of episodes ie the intent of a
concept in the lattice for the context K
E
and actually the same authors show it Consequently
each closure of 		 is a single episode of an equivalence class in the concepts of a lattice of episodes
It is easy to see from the equivalence between the lattices then that the notion of closure for 		
corresponds to the notion of stable sequences in the lattice of context K
Theorem  The closed episodes of 
 can be derived from stable sequences of algorithm
CloSpan 

Proof For theorem 	 we know that lattice in context K gives rise to an equivalent lattice
in context K
E
 in such a way that one concept in K corresponds to the another in K
E
 being still
more specic this implies that one stable sequence of the rst concept is equivalent through the
transformation function f to one episode of the second concept On the other hand it is easy to
see that all the closed episodes in 		 belong to the intents of a lattice in the context K
E
 So
we can conclude by lemma 	 and theorem 	 that stable sequences can give rise to the closed
episodes of 		
 
 Deriving the Non
redundant Episode Association Rules
Usually in the problem of timeseries data it is convenient to represent the nal knowledge in terms
of episode association rules of the form if event A occurs in  seconds then event B will occur
in the following 
 seconds with a condence of # However the number of extracted episode
rules is usually too large and uninformative see 	
 so several methods can be applied to reduce
this number of rules for instance with the new approach of unbounded episodes proposed in 
which gives fewer redundant patterns Another technique proposed here to reduce the number of
episode rules to the most informative ones consists on deriving a mininimum cover from the set
of stable episodes this method is already used in the unordered context of a binary database by

 and we study here the ordered case
Denition  An episode association rule r  e
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Based on this denition we will characterize in this section all those association rules that are
minimal nonredundant and whose condence is 	# condence of a rule e
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  supporte
 
 For that we need to dene a minimum generator of a stable episode
as follows
Denition 	 An episode g is a minimal generator of a stable episode e
s
i g  e
s
and
supportg  supporte
s
 and  g
 
with g
 
 g such that supportg
 
  supporte
s

In other words a minimal generator of a stable episode e
s
will be the minimal episode covered
in terms of support by e
s
 By denition the minimal generator of an stable episode cannot be
stable itself because they both have the same support and one is a subset of the other and it
is the minimal contained in the same set of objects where the stable episode is contained From
the set of stable episodes and the set of minimal generators we can construct the set of minimal
nonredundant episode association rules NrAR in the following way
	
NrAS  fr  g 
 e
s
je
s
is stable episode and g is a minimal generator of e
s
 and g  e
s
g
The condition g  e
s
ensures that rules of the form g 
  are discarded The set NrAS
contains episode rules where the antecedent and the cosequent are episodes with an order Since
g  e
s
 the rule righthand side e
s
contains information about the relative location of each event
in it so new events in the rule righthand can actually be required to be positioned between
events in the lefthand side The rules dened here are rules pointing forward in the time but
rules pointing backwards can be dened in a similar way
The following proposition states that the set NrAS does not lead to any loss of information
Proposition  All valid exact association rules and their supports and condences always
equals to  can be deduced from the set of NrAS
Proof Let r  e
 

 e

be any valid association rule between two episodes that e
 
 e

and
with condece 	# Since the condence is 	# then we know that supporte
 
  supporte


Besides their support must be covered by one single stable episode e
s
that has the same support
all episodes are covered by some stable episode as argued in last section then supporte
 
 
supporte

  supporte
s

The episode e
s
is stable and obviously there exists a rule r
 
 g 
 e
s
 NrAS such that g is
a generator of e
s
for which g  e
 
and g  e

 We show that the rule r and its support can be
derived from r
 
since g  e
 
 e

 e
s
 We deduce that supportr  supporte

  supporte
s

 supportr
 
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Proposition  The set NrAS contains only exact association rules that are minimal non	
redundant
Proof Obvious by denition of minimal generator
 
 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we present a characterization of the closure operator for the sequences in a sequential
database and describe a set of stable sequences that represent the most informative knowledge
they cover in terms of support the rest of the sequences The stable sequences can be transformed
also in a closed set of serial and parallel episodes for the dierent problem of timeseries data The
set of closed episodes can then be used to create a minimal nonredundant cover for exact episode
association rules The algorithmic consequences obtained from the fact that stable sequences of
CloSpan can be used to derive episodes should be carefully studied and compared
Although the episode association rules can be easily dened through the current denition of
a minimal generator it would be necessary to characterize this denition in terms of the closure
operator to ease the subsequent denition of approximate episode rules whose condence is under
	# This will lead to the description of the minimal nonredudant cover of the approximate
episode rules It is still left how to derive hybrid episodes from the stable sequences and how they
can be combined to form episode association rules
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